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Our project takes as a starting point the prerequisite that throughout Europe, a modern urban discourse of entertainment emerged during the first half of the 19th century.[1] After 1800, the imperial metropolises London, Paris, Vienna and Saint Petersburg set the tone for social and cultural life amongst urban elites. Central and Eastern European cities such as Berlin and Leipzig as well as Prague and Pest, which developed into new urban centres in the course of the 19th century, oriented themselves towards the metropolitan culture. Newspapers and journals reported in detail on these newly developing life-worlds. Therefore the periodically published printing products had a decisive impact on the staging of a new imaginary cross-border community. Especially an innovative type of “entertainment journals” fostered the circulation of news and goods.[2] Aim of the project is to trace the specific medial constellations of entertainment within the German speaking press market which were developed, implemented and also rejected through interaction of the imperial metropolises and the aspiring cities in Central Europe. The project asks particularly which forms of modernity were developed with the help of urban entertainment and entertainment press in this cultural transfer space.

The German speaking actors and media of entertainment in Bohemia and Hungary lie at the core of the studies. Looking at press market in Buda-Pest and Prague of the first half of the 19th century, the study reconstructs the interaction and transformations that took place as a result of an increasing innovation and diversification of the medial practices in the area of entertainment.[3] Questions are discussed that focus on the transfer of knowledge on a modern urban style of living within a network of correspondents, which covered Prague and Pest, Leipzig, Vienna and St Petersburg.

One of the most important aspects deals with the network of numerous mostly anonymous contributors as well as correspondents known by name. From time to time even prominent figures took a decisive position and established a lively exchange of news between the established and the new metropolises and their newspapers. Regular reports on the cultural and social life as well as literary sketches presented “colourful pictures” from the own as well as foreign cities and thereby entertained a broad audience between Leipzig, Vienna and St Petersburg. They therefore ranged among the central sorts of texts which drove forward the transfer of modern urban forms of living
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Summary
The project investigates entertainment press in the cultural transfer space of European metropolises in the first half of the 19th century. Its aim is to trace the specific medial constellations of entertainment within the German speaking press market in Buda-Pest and Prague. Starting point is the assumption that in this time a modern urban discourse of entertainment emerged throughout Europe. Newspapers and journals reported in detail on these newly developing life-worlds. The study reconstructs the interactions and transformations that took place as a result of an increasing innovation and diversification of the medial practices in the area of entertainment.

Cities
The imperial metropolises London, Paris, Vienna and St Petersburg set the tone for social and cultural life amongst urban elites. Central and Eastern European cities such as Prague and Buda-Pest, which developed into new urban centres, oriented themselves towards this metropolitan culture.

Actors
Transfer took place via a network of actors, consisting of numerous mostly anonymous contributors as well as correspondents known by name, who covered Prague, Buda-Pest, Leipzig, Vienna and St Petersburg. Even prominent figures like travel writer Johann Georg Kohl or Count István Széchenyi took decisive positions and established a lively exchange of news between the old and the new metropolises.

Media
Periodically published printing products, especially the innovative “entertainment journals”, had a decisive impact on the staging of a new imaginary cross-border community. Regular reports on the cultural and social life as well as literary sketches presented “colourful pictures” of cities and entertained a broad audience.
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